
 “Missing: Corduroy Lined Vintage Sperry Top Siders With a Plaid Print in a Fall 

Color Scheme.  If found call: (650)-274-9379. Thank you,” reads the eight and half by 

eleven florescent green paper with a squinting kitty watermark.  It’s the only paper left at 

work to be printed on.  I plaster a sheet in the company dining hall.  I lament over what 

couldn’t fit on the poster.  I neglected to write they were my favorite pair of shoes.  That 

they were the first item I’d bought with my own money.  That I had found them at Savers 

for 15 bucks.  That they were the shoes that I had on when I drew the Mona Lisa or at 

least my equivalent of.  That they were non-conformist, vintage, economic chic in a 

subtle-not-in-your-face-like-the-way-vegans-scour-at-you-when-you-eat-a-bite-of-

chicken. 

 Heading back into my translucent cubicle, I pick up documents that need my 

signature and a list of missed calls from mostly family.  I toss the flyers and papers into 

the plethora of what is my office: a Beatles poster because everyone listens to them and it 

makes a great conversation starter like “you listen to the Beatles? I listen to the Beatles! 

That’s so weird! Oh my god, we are so alike: we should be friends,” an authentic US 3 

dollar bill given to my father for his first “bonus” (they exist, Google it), to do lists made 

in order to de-stress myself and make me feel like I’m getting stuff done, a stuffed 

version of T-Rex from Dinosaur comics due to every esteemed office having at least one 

(that is one stuffed animal representations of a nerdy comic), awkward family photo 

where everyone is smiling but looks confused (/surprised/upset/not-happy), a close up of 

a tiger whose mouth is open with the caption “How Fucking Fascinating Come Closer 

and Tell Me More,” Christmas lights to add a little cheer, a pie chart of my favorite bars 

adjacent to a bar char of my favorite pies (How I Met Your Mother anyone?), and inkings 

and sketches of mine.  These useless, necessary objects crowd my 3rd floor office.  It’s 

small, and I’m tall, but, hey, at least it makes a nice rhyme.   

 I peer at one of the pages that didn’t manage to get fully inked by the printer. The 

watermarked cat doesn’t look like one of the sweet pictures you click on when you’re 

having a bad day and search “cute kittens” on Google (don’t tell me you haven’t done 

that before).  It looks like one of the hits you get when you Google “cute kittens” that’s 

there because the friend your sitting next to you steals your mouse and clicks it because 

they think it’s funny that you Googled pictures of kittens and that one of them is 



abominably ugly (I realize given the recent confidential document leaked at Google that 

this is only partly how they do it so work with me).  The print is a facial portrait of a cat 

that includes it’s head, belly, and front paws.  His ears are arched back so the viewer 

can’t see them, and the cat’s bush-like whiskers cover up its mouth.  I use a pencil to 

make the cat frown and add in a bandana on top of its head.  I scribble “Bad Kitty” in tag 

graffiti capitals onto my masterpiece.  Something is off though so I erase and try again.  

This time I work with the whiskers clumping them and making them more defined.  I add 

multi-lined eyebrows and two shoestring arms.  Using yellow and orange, I color it in.  

This one is labeled “The Lorax.” 

 It was a long time since I’d done Dr. Seuss.  4 years of my life had been Dr. Seuss 

everything, artistic consulting on Seuss style, rendering Seuss-ian art, Seuss publishing, 

answering fan emails, letters, phone calls… I was the Lorax. I spoke for the books. I 

spoke for the books for the books have no tongues1.  It helped jump-start my career and 

my love for Seuss works.  But after I gained some perspective, I accepted another job 

offer and took only some likeable fan correspondents and the book, The Lorax, with me. 

 And now I’m here, and I love my job more than anything.  I love the puzzle of 

trying to figure how to get consumers to desire something they don’t need, want, or can 

afford.  I love trying to understand people and figuring out how they work. I’m not sure 

why advertising isn’t illegal.  I mean false advertising is, but coming from marketing, 

what advertising is not false to at least a degree?   

 

                                                
1 Adapted from the line “I am the Lorax. I speak for the trees. I speak for the trees for the 
trees have no tongues,” said in The Lorax by the namesake of the title. 


